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Negative Polarity Items (NPIs) come about in various types, among them strong and weak NPIs.
Strong NPIs, like English at all, can be licensed in anti-additive contexts only:
(1)

a.

I didn’t see him at all.

b.

Nobody saw him at all

(2)

a.

*Few people saw him at all

b.

*At most five students saw him at all

By contrast, weak NPIs, like English ever, are fine in all DE contexts:
(3)

a.

I didn’t ever see him

b.

Nobody ever saw him

(4)

a.

Few people ever saw him

b.

At most five students ever saw him

Chierchia (2005, 2013) takes NPIs to be elements that introduce (domain) alternatives that must be
obligatorily exhaustified by a covertly present exhaustifier (EXH) that the NPI agrees with: the NPI
carries an uninterpretable feature [uσ] that agrees with [σ] present on EXH. Unless the NPI is
shielded by a DE operator, exhaustification gives rise to an inherent contradiction, resulting in an
ungrammaticality judgment. Following Gajewski (2011), this approach takes the weak-strong NPI
distinction to lie in the distinction as to whether the exhaustifier only looks at the semantics of the
NPI licenser, or also at its pragmatics (both the presupposition and the implicatures). Weak NPIs
trigger the covertly present exhaustifier (EXH) to look at the semantic contribution of the licenser
only; strong NPIs also trigger EXH to look the licenser’s pragmatic contribution. Let’s illustrate this
for few N. Few students passed the exam asserts that not many students passed the exam and implies (but
does not assert) that at least some student passed it. The assertion of few N is thus DE, but the
assertion plus its implicatures is not: if few but still some students wear a shirt, it is not entailed that
few but still some students wear a red shirt. Hence, when an exhaustifier also takes the implicatures
of the licenser into consideration, few N is no longer DE and cannot shield any NPI from yielding a
contradiction when being exhaustified. Since anti-additive contexts do not give rise to such non-DE
implicatures, all NPIs are still fine when they directly scope under anti-additive contexts. This, then,
explains the difference between strong and weak NPIs.
This solution, however, faces three serious problems. First, it is unclear how it can be a
property of an NPI that its exhaustifier must (not) take the pragmatics of its licenser into
consideration. Second, it ignores a recent observation made by Collins & Postal (2014), who observe
that in English (but, as I will show, the observation extends to other languages, like Dutch, as well)
all strong NPIs are strict NPIs (i.e. NPIs that must be licensed within a local syntactic domain, such
as a finite clause or a syntactic island) and vice versa. Licensing such strong/strict NPIs across such
locality boundaries, like adjunct islands, is not possible. Weak NPI licensing is not subject to such
syntactic locality constraints and may apply across locality boundaries:
(5)

a.

*I don’t travel in order to see him at all

b.

*I didn’t say that I saw him at all

(6)

a.

I don’t travel in order to ever see him

b.

I didn’t say that I ever saw him

Third, it is unclear why the agreement relation between EXH and weak NPIs is allowed to violate
syntactic locality conditions in the first place. How can it be possible that in (6), repeated below,
ever’s uninterpretable feature [uσ] can be checked off against EXH if this checking relation violates
a syntactic locality constraint?
[σ]

(7)

a.
b.

[EXH ] I don’t travel [in order to ever ] see him]]
[EXH ] I didn’t say [that I ever ] saw him]]
[σ

[σ

[σ

[σ

The pattern sketched above shows that there must at least be two ways to trigger the presence of
EXH. Only one way can be by means of syntactic agreement: the exhaustification triggered by strict
NPIs. Another one should be the result of general pragmatic mechanism that states that if some
alternatives in the sentence are introduced and these have not been applied to by any operator that
applies to alternatives, as a last resort the entire clause is exhaustified (cf. Krifka 1995). Now, the
strict vs. non-strict distinction among NPIs naturally follows: both types of NPIs obligatorily
introduce all scalar and domain alternatives, but strict NPIs must syntactically agree with the
exhaustifier; non-strict NPIs are subject to pragmatic exhaustification and, consequently, not subject
to syntactic locality constraints.
But if strict NPIs are exhaustified by a different exhaustifier than non-strict NPIs, nothing
forbids that these two exhaustifiers may have different semantic properties. This opens up ways to
understand the weak-strong distinction and its correlation with the strict-non-strict distinction. One
can now postulate that weak NPIs that are subject to pragmatic exhaustification are exhaustified by
an exhaustifier (EXH) that only takes the assertion into consideration. And syntactic exhaustification
can then be taken to trigger the presence of an enriched type of exhaustifier, call it EXH+, which
also applies to the implicatures generated in its entire complement. Then only EXH+, unlike EXH,
carries a feature [σ] that can check off a [uσ] feature present on a strong, strict NPI. If these
postulations are correct, the three problems addressed before are solved. It predicts that all weak,
non-strict NPIs can be licensed by a licenser outside their syntactic domain, whereas strong, strict
NPIs cannot. Moreover, the difference between weak and strong NPIs can now be encoded on the
NPI itself: it is nothing but the presence or absence of [uσ] on the NPI that forms the difference
between strong and weak NPIs. All NPIs obligatorily introduce domain alternatives (that is what
renders them NPIs). But only strong NPIs carry an uninterpretable feature [uσ] that triggers the
presence of EXH+ that they agree with; weak NPIs are simply subject to a pragmatic
exhaustification requirement (given that they obligatorily introduce domain alternatives).
Hence, if correct, this proposal solves the problems attested for the Gajewski-Chierchia
approach. But how can these postulations be independently motivated? In this talk I demonstrate
that this proposal is evidenced by data concerning strong vs. weak universal Positive Polarity Items
(PPIs), the mirror image of existential weak vs. strong NPIs. Strong PPIs are anti-licensed by all DE
contexts; weak PPIs are anti-licensed by AA contexts only. Given the proposal above, strong PPIs
should trigger pragmatic exhaustification; weak PPIs syntactic exhaustification. Pragmatic
exhaustification always takes place at CP-level; syntactic exhaustification can apply at a lower
position in the cause (basically, every position where EXH+ can agree with the PPI). Now, PPIs
would be bad under the direct scope of an anti-licensers, as the scopal order EXH>DE/AA>PPI
gives rise to a semantic contradiction (cf. Chierchia 2013, Zeijlstra 2013). But, the scopal order
DE/AA>EXH>PPI does not. This predicts that every clause containing a DE/AA operator ccommanding a PPI that is pragmatically exhaustified (at the CP-level) must be ungrammatical, but
such orders should be fine under syntactic exhaustification (as syntactically triggered EXH+ can
intervene between the PPI and its anti-licenser, yielding the scopal order DE/AA>EXH+>PPI).
Consequently, strong PPIs are banned under any DE/AA operator, but weak PPIs may appear in
the scope of a higher negation, provided that EXH+ can intervene. This prediction is indeed born
out. Dutch moeten (must) is a weak PPI, whereas Dutch zouden moeten (would must meaning ‘should’) is
a strong PPI (8)-(9) (cf. Iatridou & Zeijlstra 2013):
(8)

Zij {zou niet moeten / moet niet} vertrekken
She (would not must / must not leave
‘Nobody must/should leave’

*Not>must/should
Must/should>Not

(9)

a.

*Few>should; should>few

Weinig mensen zouden moeten vertrekken

b.

Few people would must leave ‘Few people should leave’
Weinig mensen moeten vertrekken
Few>must; must>few
Few people must leave ‘Few people should leave’

Indeed, Dutch moeten can take scope below negation when it appears under negation at surface
structure in an embedded clause (even though moeten can never take scope below negation in main
clauses where it precedes it); Dutch zouden moeten, by contrast, can never scope under negation.
(10)

a.
b.

… dat Jan niet zou moeten vertrekken
*Neg>should; should>neg
… that Jan neg would must leave ‘… that Jan shouldn’t leave’
… dat Jan niet moet vertrekken
Neg>must; must>neg
… that Jan neg must leave ‘… that Jan shouldn’t leave’

This shows that the proposal that distinguishes between a syntactically triggered enriched
exhaustifier EXH+ , and a pragmatically triggered ‘plain’ exhaustifier EXH, correctly accounts for
the distribution of weak and strong NPIs and PPIs. This account further opens up the possibility to
better understand the distinction between grammatical and extra-grammatical computation of
implicatures in terms of the co-existence of pragmatic and syntactic mechanisms of triggering
particular pragmatic operators in general.
[σ]

